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Cutting Edge
For more than 30 years, our area of expertise has
been the development of high-quality systems for
measurement value acquisition and analysis, signal
processing and automation.
iba is one of the few manufacturers who master the
whole technology chain from hardware via software
to database technology. Only those manufacturers
who understand their products in detail can foster
innovations and provide competent advice and sup-
port to customers.

Communicative
In addition to the practice-oriented functionality a
main characteristic of our hardware and software
products is the distinct connectivity to the automa-
tion systems. Various manufacturers and system
generations are taken into account and even legacy
systems can be integrated as well: A clear benefit in
the life cycle of the plant.

It is our mission to bring transparency to the world of automation with our measurement system
solutions. By means of an iba system, the user can understand and master the growing technological
complexity of automated processes and mechatronic systems. As with a flight recorder, all essential
system and process data from various signal sources, field buses and automation systems are recorded 
continuously and synchronously. For analyzing these data, we have developed powerful analyzing tools 
which comfortably support interactive work as well as automatic information generation.
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Systematic Transparency
The ibaPDA system (Process Data Acquisition Sys-
tem) is the core product of iba applications. ibaPDA 
is an extremely powerful, PC-based acquisition and 
recording system for different measured data in au-
tomated technical processes. The modular product 
concept allows highly fl exible confi guration options 
and provides perfectly tailored solutions for varying 
needs – be it the continuous long-term acquisition of 
measured values to be able to further optimize auto-
mation processes or the specifi c search for errors 
or the use as disturbance recorder with triggered 
recording in case of failure. Moreover, already during 
acquisition, quality data and characteristics can be 
evaluated and processed from the signals. 
A special feature of ibaPDA is its extraordinarily 
broad connectivity to all usual automation systems 
and acquisition methods allowing the connection of 
systems of various manufacturers and generations. 
This allows a consistent data acquisition of an entire 
system usually consisting of heterogeneous compo-
nents.  
ibaPDA can make several recordings simultane-
ously which are tailored to different user groups if, 
e. g., different signals, characteristics or sampling 
rates are required. ibaPDA is scalable and suitable 
both for individual test stands and for cross-plant 
systems where several thousand of signals are re-
corded. The confi guration of the system is extremely 
simple.  

Client-Server Architecture
The client-server architecture of ibaPDA allows the 
distribution of confi guration, data acquisition, re-
cording and online display to different components. 
The ibaPDA server contains the interfaces to the 
process, acquires and stores the measured data 
while the client can confi gure the server and visu-
alize the measured data online in different views. 
Client software can run locally on the server com-
puter or on another computer in the network. This 
way, multiple clients can access one server and vi-
sualize the measured data of the server. 
Vice versa, a server can be confi gured from each cli-
ent having a network connection to the server. Thus, 
several ibaPDA servers can be confi gured one after 
the other from a central workstation. 
Every ibaPDA basic license includes two client li-
censes, one for the server computer and one for 
another computer. More client licenses may be re-
leased additionally according to your needs.

In brief
 �Data acquisition system for maintenance, production and quality 
control
 �Connection of automation systems of different manufacturers and 
generations
 � Individually confi gurable online display with client-server architecture
 � Several simultaneous acquisitions possible
 �Central confi guration dialog with integrated online diagnostics
 � Additional information on Technostrings importable
 �Output of messages and alarms
 � Synchronization of several ibaPDA systems in multi-station operation 
with microsecond accuracy

The scalable core software

ibaPDA
As central part of the iba system, ibaPDA has been proving as being one of the most versatile data acquisi-
tion systems for maintenance and production over years. Client-server architecture, fl exible recording, simple 
confi gu ration due to auto-detect are just some of the convincing features.

ibaPDA server 
+ibaPDA client 1

Ethernet TCP/IP

optional:
ibaCapture-CAM
ibaCapture-HMI
ibaQPanel
ibaHD-Server
ibaDatCoordinator

kostenlos:
ibaAnalyzer

Server tasks:
Communication with hardware
Saving measuring files

ibaPDA client 2

Client tasks:
Server configuration
Online signal display

ibaPDA client 3

ibaRackline

ibaRackline ibaRackline

Client-server architecture of the ibaPDA system
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Broad Connectivity
A special feature of the ibaPDA system is the broad 
connectivity allowing to acquire data from program-
mable controllers of all common manufacturers. 
This includes different process signals, such as an-
alog and digital I/O signals, signals from fi eld and 
drive buses, data from programmable controllers, 
communication data, product characteristics, etc.
By means of fi ber-optic cables, it is possible, for ex-
ample, to directly interface analog and digital input/
output modules and listen to data from different fi eld 
buses withou   t retroactive effects and implement 
system interconnections. Control systems commu-
nicating via PROFIBUS DP can also be connected 
by means of the bus monitor ibaBM-DP. Moreover, 
there are numerous software interfaces available, 
such as TCP/IP, UDP/IP, or OPC protocol, to cap-
ture the signals from different sources and different 
access mechanisms. Different request solutions al-
low the acquisition of internal values directly from a 
control without having to intervene. For this purpose, 
special request blocks are integrated into the PLC 
program once. 

The standard function scope of ibaPDA includes an 
OPC DA client interface. By means of the browser 
function, OPC tags can be conveniently selected
and recorded as signals. ibaPDA also provides all 
signals acquired via all interfaces via an OPC DA 
server. With additional licences, ibaPDA can be ope-
rated as an OPC UA server and acquire all signals 
via an OPC UA client interface.
The IEC 61850 interface of ibaPDA allows to acquire 
and record data from IEC 61850 capable devices. 
With MMS modules (Manufacturing Message Spec-
ifi cation), single attributes or complete data sets 
can be queried. The acquisition of GOOSE messages 
(Generic Object Oriented Substation Events) is also 
supported.
Thanks to the extensive connectivity of the ibaPDA 
system, data from different sources are available 
consistently and synchronized in time across the en-
tire production process. The user gets a seamless 
overview of the entire process and can detect inter-
actions between the individual components which 
are diffi cult to see in distributed monitoring systems.

Connectivity to automation systems of 
different manufacturers (examples)

Examples of interfaces in ibaPDA, further interfaces on request
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Signals Galore
ibaPDA is available in several variants with regard 
to the number of signals. Licenses are available for 
64, 256, 1024, 2048 signals and an unlimited number 
of signals. The quantity refers to the total number 
of signals to be processed - insignificant whether 
the signals are analog, digital or both. An arbitrary 
number of signals may be installed and configured. 
The limitation only refers to the number of signals 
actually being processed. The number of the signals 
used is displayed in the I/O Manager informing the 
user as to what extent his license has already been 
utilized.  
The ibaPDA-PLC-Xplorer provides a special license 
with 64 signals containing specific interfaces to  
SIMATIC S7, Allen Bradley, Beckhoff, B&R, CODESYS 
based, Logix, Mitsubishi MELSEC, and SIGMATEK 
systems.

Scalable Sampling Timebase
For usual acquisition of measured data, the time-
base may be set between 1 and 1000 ms. For higher 
speeds regarding signal changes, special modules 
can realize shorter acquisition times of down to 
10 µs. Here, it is possible to configure an individu-
al sample time for each module that just has to be a 
multiple of the basic sample time.

Simple Configuration with Auto-Detect
All settings relevant to signals and modules are 
made in a central dialog, that is the I/O Manager. It 
provides clear and concise presentation of all nec-
essary setup information. ibaPDA provides extensive 
support options for the user to make the configura-
tion as simple as possible.
An automatic fill function makes it easier to enter 
signal names of the same type. Signal names can 
also be comfortably inserted using Excel lists. 

By means of the auto-detect function, ibaPDA auto-
matically detects the connected devices (hardware) 
and inserts them into the configuration. The configu-
ration of the input modules provides user support by 
context sensitive selection menus in order to avoid 
configuration errors. Moreover, each change of con-
figuration is always checked and verified by the sys-
tem before being applied. 
In practice, it is often required to carry out different 
measurements for different purposes. In order to fa-
cilitate the management of the various tasks, config-
urations once created can be stored as project. The 
projects can be easily re-used by each client or used 
and modified as template. 

Integrated Online-Diagnostics
Integrated diagnostics in the I/O Manager provide 
status information and values for all connected data 
sources enabling the user to easily check the func-
tioning of the system already during the configura-
tion and localize error sources, if necessary.

Versatile Technostring Function
In many cases, additional information on the pure 
measured values facilitates the subsequent assign-
ment and analysis. By means of the so called Tech-
nostrings, this information can be transmitted to 
the ibaPDA system as ASCII string. This can be, for 
example, product names, characteristics or other 
information relevant to the production. Here, several 
Technostring sources can be defined and any num-
ber of Technostring sections be configured. This data 
can be shown in the digital text display, stored in the 
measurement file as additional information, used for 
the measurement file name or subsequently output 
in reports. Numerical information can also be used 
for further evaluation. 

Example I/O Manager in ibaPDA

Record additional information with Technostrings
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Virtual Signals and Expression Editor
By means of arithmetical and logical connections, 
arbitrary “virtual signals” can be created in an ex-
pression editor. These virtual signals can be record-
ed just like measuring signals and can for instance 
be used to easily create trigger conditions to start 
recordings, or to detect that limit values have been 
exceeded. Moreover, virtual signals can be used to 
carry out arbitrary arithmetic operations or check 
for limit violations.

Generation of Alarms
While monitoring the process, it is important, to im-
mediately detect errors or deviations. Already during 
data acquisition, the signals can be checked for cer-
tain conditions, e.g. comparison with limit values, 
thus generating warnings and alarms. The output 
signals can be easily created by means of the ex-
pression editor and output via different output chan-
nels, like ibaFOB modules, Reflective Memory cards, 
the S7-Xplorer interfaces, and via TCP/IP. Moreover, 
a message can be sent via email which may contain 
both free text and fields that are automatically filled.

Flexible Recording
The measurement and monitoring requirements of 
different systems are as manifold as the recording 
options of ibaPDA. Several data storages with spe-
cific parameters can be configured in a system. Each 
data storage creates its own measurement files, 
continuously or process-controlled, and uses own 
recording parameters, like sampling time or trigger 
conditions. 
All storages can work simultaneously and create 
measurement files. Moreover, each data  storage 
can create an overlapping recording, consisting of 
two or more files. This way, data can be continuously 
acquired to consistently monitor the processes. On 
the other hand, individual storages can be started 
and stopped using triggers to get product-related 
data or to specifically analyze faults. 

Comfortable Display and Operation
The display can be configured for each user individ-
ually using buttons and drag & drop. Any number 
of signal displays with any number of signals can 
be created in separate or common signal graphs. 
Different views with individual settings for scaling, 
signal composition, colors, etc. can be saved and 
switched anytime. In addition to the live display, the 
signal strips provide a pause and scroll function. 
By means of markers, individual measured values 
or the difference of two values can be immediate-
ly read. Status windows for data storage, Techno-
strings and event log provide additional information. 
With a multi-client solution, online displays indepen-
dent from each other can be realized on different cli-
ents. Thus, the focus can be on different information 
- according to your needs. Moreover, the ibaPDA  
client includes an oscilloscope view, an XY view and 
an FFT (Fast Fourier) view to display the frequency 
spectrum of several signals. The digital meter shows 
the current values of analog signals directly as nu-
merical value. 
Together with ibaCapture, also videos can be record-
ed synchronously with process data. The videos can 
be watched live in the ibaPDA client, as well as being 
played back with rewind and repeat.

Numerous display functions in ibaPDA support the user with the online analysis

Signal display in ibaPDA
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Extensions 
The ibaPDA system can be modularly extended by a number of useful add-ons with additional functions:

Signal Groups
When thousands of signals are to be recorded in 
large systems, there is the risk of loosing track. For 
better overview, signals from different sources, but 
related by area of operation, can be combined into 
any number of signal groups. Also, the signals are 
displayed in groups in the signal tree. The signal 
group assignment is stored in the measurement fi le 
and is thus also available in ibaAnalyzer.

Integration in SNMP Monitoring 
ibaPDA can be integrated in a company-wide net-
work management system according to SNMP (Sim-
ple Network Management Protocol). ibaPDA serves 
as SNMP server and supports the SNMP protocols 
V1, V2c and V3. 
Status information which are sent to central ma-
nagement stations are available as SNMP ob-
jects and can be selected in an easy way. The basic 
ibaPDA license contains objects for status moni-
toring of ibaPDA. For signal objects, an additional 
license ibaPDA-SNMP-Server+ is required. 

Direct Writing to Databases/Clouds
Data can also be written time-based directly from 
ibaPDA to databases/clouds. For this purpose spe-
cial data stores subject to licensing are available. 

The licenses are scaled according to the number of 
signals. Currently the SAP HANA data base/cloud is 
supported. Further database types and cloud sys-
tems are in preparation.

Synchronization of Several 
ibaPDA Systems 
With the additional license “ibaPDA-Multistation”, 
several ibaPDA systems can be synchronized via 
fi ber optic cable. Synchronous data acquisition is 
sample-accurate with an acquisition time of down to 
10 µs with a possible distance between the 
ibaPDA systems of up to 2 km. A multi-station mas-
ter sends the synchronization signal via the output 
of an ibaFOB-D card, whereas the other ibaPDA sys-
tems act as multi-station slaves and receive the syn-
chronization signal via an input of an ibaFOB-D card. 
In case a fi ber optic connection cannot be estab-
lished for transferring the synchronization signals, 
the so-called „unsynchronized stations“ have been 
implemen ted. The multistation systems are connec-
ted via network and can exchange trigger signals. 
Thus, all stations can start and stop the data recor-
ding process simultaneously. Only a sample-accura-
te data acquistion cannot be performed. 
Detailed information on the multi-station operation 
can be found on page 16.  

ibaDatCoordinator

ibaAnalyzer

RibaHD-Server

ibaCapture

ibaQPanel

ibaAnalyzer-
Reportgenerator

Wide range of analysis and evaluation options 
with complex functions.
Free of charge with existing ibaPDA license.

Automatic generation of daily, weekly, 
or batch reports

Tool for data management 
automation

Synchronous recording of 
measurement data and video data

Long-term recording of 
measurement data and events

Live display of process and quality data, states, 
events and camera images in a technology-related 
representation
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System

Architecture Client/server

Number of Clients Default 2, expandable according to needs with single or multi-user licenses

Number of Signals Licenses signal-based; grades: 64, 256, 1024, 2048 and unlimited. 
Figures refer to the sum of analog and digital signals, free arrangement;  
Special license ibaPDA-PLC-Xplorer with 64 signals

Software Windows 7 (32/64 Bit), 8 (32/64 Bit), 8.1 (32/64 Bit), 10 (32/64 Bit), 
Windows Server 2008 (32 Bit), 2008 R2 (64 Bit), 2012 (64 Bit), 2012 R2 (64 Bit), 2016 (64 Bit) 
.NET Framework 4.5.2 or higher required

Hardware Computer with Multicore CPU 2 GHz, 2048 MB RAM; we recommend using ibaRackline or 
ibaDeskline industrial computers

Configuration

I/O Manager Central configuration of all devices (modules), signals, signal groups, Technostrings and alarms 
User support due to dynamic selection menus for configuring modules

Auto-detect Automatic detection and display of connected hardware (plug & play) 

Online Diagnostics Module and device state, signal list

Signal Groups Any signals of different data sources can be grouped to provide a better overview. Number of 
groups unlimited.

Technostring Unlimited number of Technostrings configurable; any number of information units definable for 
each Technostring; up to 10,000 characters per Technostring; 
Interfaces: COM, TCP/IP, OPC DA, OPC UA, Reflective Memory, text file, Ethernet/IP, S7-Xplorer, 
TwinCAT-Xplorer, B&R-Xplorer

Virtual Signals/ 
Expression Editor

By means of an expression editor, virtual signals can be created, evaluated and connected 
Virtual signals may be displayed, recorded and combined with real signals
Creation of complex trigger signals; online evaluation (e.g. sums, differences)

Alarm and Signal 
Outputs

Digital and analog output signals can be configured (expression editor),  
output cycle: 50 ms; output via ibaFOB card, Profibus-DP or Reflective memory, OPC DA, OPC UA, 
Ethernet/IP, TCP/IP Generic, S7-Xplorer

Module Structure
(device or data inter-
face)

Number of signals per module dependent on the module type
Number and shares of analog and digital signals can be freely configured in the case of several 
modules

Sample Time Basic sample time: 1 ms to 1000 ms, fast measurement with appropriate hardware down to 10 �s;  
output time for alarm outputs: 50 ms (server cycle); for each module, an individual sample time 
can be additionally set (multiple of basic sample time)

Data Storage 2 independent data storages included in the basic package, further data storages require extra 
license. Each data storage can run in overlapping mode with 2 or more files. Change in data stor-
age configuration does not force restart of data acquisition.

Storage Profiles Any number of storage profiles which can be used by all data storages

Signal Compression Signal recording with multiples of sample time;  
Optional: recording of actual, average, min or max value

Trigger For each recording: 1 start and 1 stop trigger (or trigger group) to start or stop the recording. 
Optional: pre-trigger and post-trigger time can be configured.

Signal Presentation

Signal Displays Unlimited number as dockable windows side by side or one behind the other

Number of Curves Unlimited for each window and graph

Special Views Oscilloscpe, FFT display, digitalmeter, QPanel, camera view

Scaling Separated or common Y-axes, manual or automatic scaling

Feed For each display, individual time base or feeding speed and direction; feed may be stopped and 
restarted any time without affecting the data acquisition or recording; zooming is possible with 
stagnant feed

Layout Configuration Unlimited number of layouts can be configured and stored
Switching between different layouts during operation is possible

Operation/Information

Recorder Status and 
Technostring

Display of all defined recordings with their status, path and file name 
Technostring: display of status and contents 

Event Log Logging of all events relevant to the system

  

ibaPDA - Overview
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ibaPDA Add-on

ibaQPanel
With ibaQPanel, process and quality data, conditions, events and video images in live mode can be displayed in 
a technology-related representation. It combines the functionality of an interactive measurement value display 
with elements from the area of HMI and can be integrated seamlessly in ibaPDA.

In brief
 � Live representation of quality data, measured values, conditions and 
video sequences
 � Software Add-on for ibaPDA and ibaHD-Server
 � Scenario Player for video cameras that record using ibaCapture 
 � Time and length related display 
 �Offl ine Trending from measurement fi les and HD data recordings 
 � Freely confi gurable visualization objects like e.g.
Online-FFT analysis, 2D-colored display for vector signals, bar chart, 
e.g. for representation of cross section profi les, static and dynamic 
text and video display

ibaQPanel is a software add-on that allows for the 
live display of process and quality data in an HMI-
picture. ibaQPanel combines the functionality of 
tech nological representations of measurement 
variables with elements typical for HMI screens. It is 
seamlessly integrated in ibaPDA.
Online FFT analyses, fl atness or temperature profi -
les as well as alpha numerical and condition-depen-
dent information can be displayed with ibaQPanel in 
real time. Signal charts can be displayed both time 
or length related. Thus, measured values which are 
relevant for long or fl at products‘ quality may be dis-
played in relation to the length segment. Also, ac-
cess to historical data of an ibaHD-Server is possible.

Valuable Process Information
By means of multidimensional signals (vector sig-
nals) and the 2D-colored display, temperature, fl at-
ness and thickness profi les can be confi gured easily. 
From this display, the product quality is obvious at 
fi rst sight. The operating personnel thus has the op-
tion to see immediately technological relations and 
infl uences of the process para meters on quality and 
hence take corrective actions on the process. 
Video sequences that have been recorded using 
ibaCapture offer live insights in areas of special in-
terest. In case of failure situations, the integrated 
Scenario Player switches trigger controlled to the 
according video display. 

All Advantages of ibaPDA 
The complete connectivity of ibaPDA is available in 
ibaQPanel. All signals that are acquired by ibaPDA or 
ibaHD-Server, can also be displayed by ibaQPanel.  
The panes for display, the so-called panels, are de-

signed as dockable windows and can be arranged 
on the screen like usual signal monitors or like tab 
cards one behind another. Using the various graphi-
cal elements, even HMI-like displays can be reali-
zed. With dynamic properties that are controlled by 
signals, plant layouts can be represented and, for 
example, material fl ows or movements of parts can 
be vizualized. More display objects are constantly 
added. 

Technological Functions
Besides the general display properties some objects 
have special technological functions. For example, 
multiple coeffi cients can be used in a cross profi le 
display for a polynomial computation of the profi le 
shape or a measured length signal in a trend chart 
for displaying length based process values. In FFT 
displays, frequency ranges can be confi gured fl exib-
ly and be indicated online using markers and high-
lighted with different colors. 

Object Library and Language Switching 
Allow Comfortable Operation
Displays can be created fast and intuitively. Any 
number of display objects can be taken from the 
„Toolbox“ and drawn to the panel using the mouse. 
Then, they can be confi gured. All properties of the 
display objects, such as size, position, alignment, co-
lors, font sizes, scalings etc. are confi gured in com-
prehensive dialogs. Measured signals can easily be 
assigned to the display objects by using drag & drop. 
Display objects that have been created once, can 
be stored in a library and reused whenever needed.  
Moreover, for objects like text fi elds, buttons, etc., 
the user can switch between languages. 
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Application Examples

Paperless Recorder
The function of a paperless recorder is a typical ap-
plication. ibaQPanel meets numerous requirements, 
that are typical for recording and visualization of pro-
duction rele vant quality data. 
The signals run in different trend graphs - grouped 
in a comprehensive manner. Due to different colors, 
they can be easily identified. The graphs can be dis-
played in a time or length related manner, the chart 
speed can be selected individually. If required, the 
signals can be displayed or hidden by a single mouse 
click. 
For switching to further views, it only needs a click 
on the buttons in the header. The buttons can also be 
assigned to functions like printing or copying into the 
clipboard. 
For scrolling back and forth in the display, or zoom-
ing a section, the chart speed of the recorder can be 
stopped. By means of markers, the user can measu-
re single values or sections. 
In ibaQPanel, data from the ibaHD-Server can be 
displayed as well. Thus, the user can scroll back 
over a period of several months or display events. 
The event table of the ibaHD-Server also offers in 
ibaQPanel its usual functionality, like the event query 

configurator for targeted finding of events or dyna-
mic display of events as text channel in the trend 
chart. Thus, information can be filtered rapidly for 
product number, date or exceeded limit values.  
Double-clicking on the event opens the trend at the 
time of the event. 
The configuration of the display elements and the 
layout are stored centrally on the ibaPDA server, 
whereas several clients at different locations can 
call the ibaQPanel display. 

Integration in an HMI System 
In this example, the ibaQPanel display is integrated 
as ActiveXControl in a proprietary HMI system. Once 
again, ibaQPanel offers the same functionality, the 
possibilities of layout and the rapid display as in an 
ibaPDA client. 
Using the zoom function, the signals can be display-
ed with acquisition times as low as 1 ms or even 
down to 10 µs. In contrast, common HMI systems 
usually record the signal sequence significantly slo-
wer. 
In our example, a 2D-colored topview chart (outer 
left) visualizes comprehensively the temperature 
distribution in a cooling section by assigning diffe-
rent temperature ranges to different colors. With the 
length-based representation, the user immediately 
has an overview of the temperature behavior of the 
strip over the whole length and width. The false color 
display is especially suited for visualizing profiles, 
like flatness or deviations in thickness. 
The bar chart above visualizes the deviation in tem-
perature from the nominal value. The trend graphs 
show the deviation in thickness in a length- 

based manner; the measuring location and the no-
minal value are displayed via a Technostring. By 
means of buttons, the user can navigate to further 
views of the HMI system.
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Monitoring of Test Benches
On a motor test bench, motors pass through a de-
fined test program. The measured signals are shown 
in a trend chart with an own scaling along the y-axis 
each. In the digital meter on the right, the current 
measured value can be seen additionally as nume-
rical value. The maximum value reached in the test 
run can be seen in the chart right beside. In the text 
entry fields at the top right, test numbers, informati-
on on the motors or other comments can be entered 
as text. The text is written on a virtual input signal or 
a Technostring section and can be used later for re-
ports. ibaQPanel also offers the possibility to pre-de-
fine texts in a selection list and to choose them using 
a drop down menu. 
The test program can be started and stopped by me-
ans of buttons. ibaQPanel offers pre-defined actions 
for buttons, like switching the view, interrupting and 
continuing of trend graphs. Moreover, command 

lines can be executed and programs be started. 
With just a few elements, the user can capture all 
important information and perform the test runs ef-
ficiently.

ibaCapture with Scenario Player
If parts of a plant are being monitored using  
ibaCapture, the views of multiple cameras can be 
displayed in ibaQPanel. The user can arrange the ca-
mera views according to his needs. In addition to the 
live display, the playback function offers the possibi-
lity to rewind along the time axis, to change the play-
back speed or zoom in certain screen areas. 
By means of the Scenario Player, the user can 
switch by triggering to a certain camera view. For ex-
ample, the cameras of a certain area in the plant can 
be switched in, when an emergency stop has been 
caused there. The operating personnel immediately 
gets insight in the area at risk. Not only the live pic-
ture is displayed, but also the image display can be 
started with a lead time in relation to the trigger ing 

event in order to detect the cause that triggered the 
emergency stop. The link to the measured signals 
offers more insight in that issue.  

Pictures, Symbols, Shapes
Not only pictures can be loaded statically, dynami-
cally or triggered, but also vector-oriented graphics 
in SVC format can be imported as symbols. This way, 
whole plants, flow charts or site plans can be visua-
lized, movements can be simulated or optical war-
ning messages can be issued depending on a certain 
status. 
The user can freely create shapes like lines, rec-
tangles, ellipses and polygons and fill them with 
lines, fillings and gradients. The handling has been 
aligned to common graphic programs.  
With the dynamic modification function, the gra-
phical objects can be moved across the screen and 
changed in size, orientation, and color.

Background graphics with various text fields

Application Examples

Further Display Objects
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Text Labels
Instead of pictures, also texts can be loaded stati-
cally or dynamically in text fi elds and be positioned 
freely. Using text labels, signal values, Technostring 
information or other status messages can be dis-
played. The text can be confi gured freely, regarding 
color, font and size. 

Offl ine Trend Graph
The offl ine trend graph offers the possibility to com-
pare completed measurements to the current dis-
play. From measured value or text fi les, time and 
length based signals can be displayed simultaneous-
ly to the current recording. All information fi elds 
contained in the measurement fi le are loaded, in-
cluding the signal tree. Moreover, data in the offl ine 
display can be loaded automatically or triggered, e.g. 
whenever a measurement fi le has been completed. 
With the fi le scanner and fi le picker functions, the 
user can search selectively for data fi les. The found 
fi les can be displayed either automatically or selec-
ted from a drop down menu.

Chart
The chart display object offers the highest possible 
fl exibility of visualization. The signal can be repre-
sented as graph, line or by points. Colors and trans-
parencies can be chosen freely; additionally dynamic 
color ranges can be defi ned. Also the cursor can be 
defi ned freely concerning color, size and symbol. 
Moreover, an xy-representation allows for a display 
similar to that of an oscilloscope. 

Input objects
By means of input objects, predefi ned values can be 
written to a signal. With the radiobutton and check-
box objects, one or more values can be selected. 
With the slider object, a value can be selected from a 
defi ned range. 
The switch is a graphical input element for switching 
signals. Each status, no matter if on, off, enabled, 
not enabled can be displayed with an own picture.
Text can be entered manually using the text input 
contol and thus saved as additional information.

Chart display with different shapes of graphs

License Model 
The basic license for ibaQPanel contains display 
objects, one ibaQPanel client and one additional 
ibaPDA client. 
Extension by further ibaQPanel clients (single or 
multiclient) is possible. Each ibaQPanel client re-
quires an ibaPDA client, which has to be licensed in 
addition if needed.
ibaQPanel can be used with ibaPDA, version 6.17.0 or 
higher.

System Requirements 
 � Operating system: Windows Vista (32 Bit; V6.21.0 
or higher), Windows 2008 Server (32/64 Bit; 
V6.21.0 or higher), Windows 7 (32/64 Bit; V6.24.0 
or higher), Windows 10 (32/64 Bit; V6.35.0 or 
higher).

 � ibaPDA license

 � PC with at least P4 1 GHz, 256 MB RAM, 40 GB HDD; 
recommended: additional graphics card

 � For client PCs in the network: network connection 
to the ibaPDA server

Display objects from left to the right: bar chart, FFT view, gauge panel, two-colored top-view chart
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ibaPDA Add-on

ibaHD-Server
Find past events rapidly, using the high resolution Historical Data (HD) server - also for continuous and long 
running processes. With the zoom function, browsing from annual, monthly or weekly overview down to the 
millisecond range is possible with just a mouseclick. 

In brief
 �Continuous recording of data over a long period of time 
 �Direct access to historical data from ibaPDA
 � Intuitive interface for visualizing historical data, e.g. functions like 
browsing, scrolling, jumping at a certain date
 � Fast zoom function for displaying data from annual, monthly or weekly 
overview down to a millisecond range
 �Combined display of current and historical data within one application
 �Recording and display of event-triggered messages
 �Quick fi nding of events in the past
 � The same ibaHD-Server can be used for multiple HD data stores fi lled 
by different ibaPDA systems

Continuous Data Recording over Long 
Periods of Time
ibaHD-Server is basically used as data storage for 
measured data from ibaPDA server. For this purpo-
se, ibaPDA server sends measured data directly to 
the ibaHD-Server via TCP/IP connection. At the same 
time, the measured data available in ibaHD-Servers 
can be visualized on different ibaPDA clients.
Due to the special storage principle for measured 
data in ibaHD-Server it is possible to display the 
measured signals over the entire acquisition period 
in one trend graph. 
With a simple zoom function, the displayed time sec-
tion can be quickly resolved down to milliseconds. 
Hence, sudden irregularities in a continuous process 
can be detected as well as slow trend deviations.
Long-term recording of measured data with 
ibaHD-Server is particularly interesting for main-
tenance or in continuous processes such as paper 
production, product refi nement, casting processes or 
in the energy sector.

Navigation and Zoom Function in the 
ibaHD Trend view
With the ibaPDA client, measured signals can be 
selected from time ranges such as seconds, hours, 
weeks, months or even years and displayed. The 
selected signals are displayed as a trend in the 
ibaPDA client in no time. With the navigation and 
zoom function, the displayed time range can be 
enlarged or reduced to the highest resolution at a 
mouse click.

The necessary data for the trend graph display are 
retrieved directly from ibaHD-Server and visualized. 
The displayed trend can include all measured values 
ever recorded up to the last newly recorded sample.

With just a few mouse clicks you can navigate from 
the overview over longer periods of time up to indivi-
dual samples.
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Rapid Access to Events from the Past
Messages for product changes or noticeable process 
states can be formulated as events and stored in the 
ibaHD-Server. The messages are controlled by trig-
ger signals and stored as events in an event-based 
HD store with the current time stamp. The messa-
ges can be assigned a priority and they can be sup-
plemented with information about the current state 
from technostrings or directly from measurement 
signals from ibaPDA server.

The events are displayed in ibaPDA client in the fi l-
terable event list.
By means of targeted queries, you can rapidly fi nd 
events from the past in the event table. When did a 
signal exceed a certain threshold? When was new 
material fed in? When has a production unit been fi -
nished? 
If you click on an event in the event list, an HD trend 
graph that is also shown, jumps directly at the time 
of the event. The combination of HD trend graph and 
event list provides easy and effective navigation bet-
ween products or registered process states.

Attach Additional Information Directly at 
the Origin Time  
Predefi ned or free texts can be added as annotations 
directly in the trend graph. This additional informati-
on can be supplemented by images, PDF documents 
or other fi les. In the event list, annotations can be 
displayed, sorted, fi ltered or searched in a selective  
way. The annotations are immediately available to 
other users. They facilitate navigation, for example, 
for commented product changes or the laboratory 
report submitted subsequently for a particular 
batch.

Operation of ibaPDA and ibaHD-Server

ibaPDA serveribaPDA server

Configuration

Measuring data

ibaPDA client
Historical
data

Online
data

By means of several filters you can find quickly 
events of the past in the event table and display the 
appropriate signal views.
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ibaPDA 1

Ethernet TCP/IP

ibaPDA 2 ibaPDA 3

ibaPDA client as ibaHD client

HD HD HD

ibaAnalyzeribaPDA client as ibaHD client

Several ibaPDA servers can write on 
different HD stores of a HD server 

Data acquisition and data store Online Visualization Offline Analysis

ibaHD-Server

ibaHD-Server

HD-Backup

ibaAnalyzer

Productive PC with 
ibaHD-Server license

Analysis PC without 
ibaHD-Server license

Video Images Extend Analysis Options
The combination of historical data and video images 
offers completely new possibilities for analyzing 
processes or disturbances. Video images provide ad-
ditional visual information wherever processes are 
diffi cult to measure or cannot be reliably detected by 
sensors.
Now it is possible to synchronize the recording of 
historical data with video recordings in ibaCapture. 
In ibaAnalyzer, historical data and video sequences 
can then be viewed and evaluated synchronously - 
precisely to the sample. As a result, correlations can 
often be identifi ed more quickly and troubleshooting 
can be carried out more effi ciently.

One Single Server for more than one 
Data Store
One ibaHD-Server can be used for administrating 
more than one HD data store. Both the time-ba-
sed and length-based recording of signals as well 
as the recording of event messages are treated like 
normal data recording in ibaPDA. An ibaPDA sys-
tem can supply several HD data stores on the same 
or on different servers with data. Likewise, sever-
al ibaPDA systems can write their data to the same 
ibaHD-Server, but in different HD data stores. This 
way, the ibaHD-Server can be used as a higher level 
system for recording data from different plants of 
one factory.

Saving Data Using Backups 
A backup function offers fl exible options for individu-
al backup strategies for HD data stores, like e.g. au-
tomated data backups according to a defi ned sched-
ule or manual backups with customized parameters.
A backup can include the entire HD data store as full 
backup, or as differential backup the last part of the 
HD data store that has not yet been archived.
The backups are primarily used as a backup copy 
and can be restored if required.
Another way to use backups is to attach the backup 
data to an existing data store.
The data recording in the ibaHD-Server complies 
with the ring storage principle, so that the oldest 
data is overwritten by new data. An attached back-
up is not overwritten and can be used as a referen-
ce data set for a comparison when replacing legacy 
systems, for example.

License-free Offl ine Analysis
Backups of HD data can be opened as read-only HD 
data store for analysis purposes without a license 
on the analysis computer. The data can comfortably 
be evaluated and used for reports with ibaAnalyzer. 
Even current plant conditions can be easily compa-
red with the data from the backup. 
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Simply Import Data Files 
Measurement files recorded with ibaPDA in DAT 
format can also be integrated into the concept of 
long-term recording. For this purpose it is possib-
le to import measurement files into an HD store and 
transfer them to the HD data store at the correct 
time. Optionally, individual measurement files or en-
tire measurement file directories can be imported.
This way, measurement files from older databases 
or those recorded with a separate ibaPDA system 
can be merged and managed consistently.
Using the free add-on ibaDatCoordinator you can 
even automate the import of measurement files au-
tomatically. ibaDatCoordinator is easy to configure 
and relieves the user of routine tasks.

Analysis in ibaAnalyzer
Data from ibaHD-Server can be conveniently retrie-
ved and displayed with the ibaAnalyzer analysis pro-
gram. The data can be easily selected using markers 
in a preview of the HD trend graph or directly by spe-
cifying the desired time period.
Data from the ibaHD-Server can be handled in 
ibaAnalyzer in the same way as measurement files 
in DAT format. They can be exported or reports can 
be generated.
In addition to the time-based selection of measu-
red data, it is also possible to select ranges in the 
ibaHD-Server by means of signal conditions, so-cal-
led triggers.
For example, it is possible to search for outliers and 
limit violations, or to select a production step from 
the material supply to the next step.
Signal conditions can be easily created with the avai-
lable analog, digital and virtual signals or a combi-
nation of them.

Modular Product Design for Customized 
Needs
The basic licenses for ibaHD-Server are graded ac-
cording to the number of signals and comprise one 
ibaHD-Server, two HD data stores and two HD cli-
ents. For the number of the needed HD data stores, 
it does not matter which kind of data store is chosen 
- time-based, length-based, or event-based. For a 
further extension of the system, you can get licenses 
for more HD data stores (on the same server) and 
more HD clients which allow access to the historical 
data of an ibaHD-Server from multiple iba-clients. 
For each workstation that is supposed to display 
historical data, an HD client license and the ibaPDA 
client software is required.  

Product Update
The purchase of an ibaHD-Server license includes 
free product updates for a period of two years from 
the purchase date. 
By purchasing the product “Extended update period  
(EUP)”, ibaHD-Server users are entitled to update 
ibaHD-Server for another year in order to benefit 
from continuous improvements and new features.  
An EUP is always valid from the date the previous  
license expires.

System Requirements
 � An iba online data acquisition system  
(ibaPDA V6.26.0 or higher)

 � Operating system: Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or 10  
(32/64 Bit), Windows Server 2008 (32/64 Bit), 
Windows Server 2012 or 2016 (64 Bit)

 � .NET-Framework 4.5.2

 � Computer equipment according to the 
requirements of the data recording (number of 
measuring channels, sampling time, dimension of 
archive)

 � Analyzing with ibaAnalyzer V6.3.0 or higher
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Together in Time
If a computer has not enough slots for input cards 
to record all measurement channels leading from a 
plant to the ibaPDA system, there is only the possibi-
lity to install further ibaPDA PCs and distrib ute their 
inputs to the systems. Although the systems may ba-
sically have the same time via PTP, DCF77 or similar 
time synchronisation methods, a sample-accurate 
synchronous measurement of all systems is not 
possible that way. Furthermore, these are indepen-
dent ibaPDA systems, which can start and stop at 
different times and create data fi les with different 
start ing times. When viewing the data fi les with 
ibaAnalyzer, it would be diffi cult to accurately over-
lay the fi les. 

Requirements from the Electrical Energy 
Transmission Technology
The highest requirements result from the use of 
ibaPDA as a Transient Fault Recorder (TFR) for ener-
gy measurement, e.g. in high-voltage direct current 
transmission systems (HVDC transmission). In these 
complex systems, thousands of signals are often to 
be measured and recorded synchronously at a high 
sampling rate. Therefore, mainly A/D converters of 
the ibaPADU-S series are used as well as system 
connections, such as ibaLink-VME. 
As one PC is able to accommodate no more than 
5 ibaFOB-4i-PCI cards, available inputs are quick ly 
used up. In addition, process ing and storage capacity 
of the PC are limited by the physical memory; thus, 

the number of sig nals being processed at a high 
sampling rate (e.g. 20 kHz) is limited. 
There is only one solution: the ability to expand pro-
cessing and storage capacity by additional PCs.

Concept
The multi-station concept of ibaPDA takes into 
account the signifi cant fact that, even in very com-
plex systems, an event at one position may have 
effects at another position only a few microseconds 
later. Ac cord ingly, all participating ibaPDA systems 
need to be able to capture and record absolutely syn-
chronously and with a synchronization accuracy of 
less than one sample.
This is achieved by operating one ibaPDA system as 
a multi-station master with the other systems as 
multi-station slaves. Through the FO link, the master 
synchronizes all connected slaves. Further, the com-
puters in a multi-station network are linked to each 
other via a separate Ethernet network used for the 
transmission of time, start, stop and trigger infor-
mation. The multi-station network can be confi gured 
in the I/O Manager of the participating stations.

Start and Stop of the Measurement
In multi-station operation, the participating ibaPDA 
systems interact as if there was only one system. 
This also affects the behavior at the start and stop of 
measurement. Special mechanisms ensure that all 
participating ibaPDA systems start measurement at 
exactly the same time. If the start command is given 

ibaPDA Extension

ibaPDA-Multistation
When operating a single ibaPDA system, all measurement channels entering the computer via the inputs of the 
ibaFOB cards are recorded synchronously and accurately to the sample. But what if one computer is no longer 
able to record all measurement channels required? With the multi-station operation of ibaPDA, this is no longer 
a problem.

In brief
 � Synchronization of several ibaPDA systems with a sample accuracy 
between the systems
 �One multi-station master and up to 4 multi-station slaves are 
synchronized via fi ber optics
 � Suitable for plants with an extremely high number of signals
 � Starting and stopping the acquisition of all ibaPDA systems at 
exactly the same time
 � Simultaneous triggering of all stations is possbile by each station
 � Trigger name can be included in the data fi le name
 �Related data fi les can be opened and compared in ibaAnalyzer with 
identical samples
 � Easy confi guration in the I/O Manager of ibaPDA
 � Specifi c rules ensure resuming the measurement, if one system fails
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on one of the participating computers (regardless of 
whether it acts as master or slave), this command is 
given automatically also to the other stations. Only 
after all stations signal readiness to start, or after 
expiry of a preset waiting period, the measurement 
will start. If the measurement is stopped on one of 
the participating computers, it will stop automatical-
ly on all other computers as well. There are specifi c 
rules for different opera tional scenarios and mal-
functions with regard to resuming or restarting the 
measurement in order to avoid that the system is 
blocked completely, e.g. if one PC fails.

Synchronization
For synchronization on acquisition level, each slave 
is linked to the master via an ibaNet FO cable. Over 
special ibaFOB outputs, the master PC gives the 
synchronization clock, to which all slaves set with 
a deviation of less than one microsecond. So, the 
samples are captured synchronously on all partici-
pating systems.
A corresponding, exact time synchronization on the 
individual computers is not nec essary, as the system 
time of the multi-station master is used for all sta-
tions.

Triggering the Data Recording
For application in HVDC transmission plants or ener-
gy facilities, mainly event-triggered data recordings 
are used. Accord ingly, many trigger signals may ser-
ve as start and stop triggers for the recording. These 
triggers are confi gured in trigger pools in the indivi-
dual stations. As the measured signals are distribu-
ted on the different stations, it may be necessary to 
simultaneously start data record ing – triggered by 
a trigger event at one station – on several stations. 
Such trigger events are marked as „global triggers“ 
for this function and are distributed over the multi-
station network. In order to later assign the data 
fi les to a trigger event, the trigger name can be in-
cluded in the data fi le name.

Later, the related data fi les can be opened simulta-
neously in ibaAnalyzer with iden tical starting time 
and samples for all fi les.

Unsynchronized Stations 
If the ibaNet FO connection cannot be established 
for time synchronization, the data from the vari-
ous ibaPDA systems cannot be acquired in a samp-
le-accurate manner. However, trigger signals can 
be distributed via the multistation network. Thus, all 
connected ibaPDA systems can start and stop the re-
cordings at the same time.  
This mode of the so-called „unsynchronized sta-
tions“ means that if the trigger is released on one 
station, it is passed on to the other stations. The 
recordings can start and stop simultaneously. The 
triggering station also sends the absolute UTC time. 
The receiving stations compare their time with the 
UTC time and synchronize the data acquisition ac-
cordingly. For this method, we recommend synchro-
nizing the individual ibaPDA systems externally, e.g. 
via PTP, IEC 1131 or ibaClock.

System Requirements
 � ibaPDA V6.31.0 or higher (ibaPDA V6.37 when 
using „unsynchronized stations“)

 � Ethernet connection between multi-station 
master and multi-station slaves

 � Fiber optic connection from multi-station master 
to the multi-station slaves 

 � Computer equipment depends on the 
requirements of the recordings (number of 
measuring channels, sampling rate, archive size)

Exemplary configuration for an ibaPDA multi-station with one master and two slaves

Office PC

ibaNet FO link

Office network

Multistation network

File server

Master station

Slave station 1 Slave station 2
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In brief 
 �Recording system for quality data, based on ibaPDA architecture
 � Technological process description of strip processing lines 
 � Length normalization to the fi nal product (exit coil) and 
synchronization of all measured data  
 �Consideration of strip elongation in the process and all cuts 
 � Standard length resolution: 1 m (fully adjustable incl. unit)
 � Scalable number of measuring locations and signals 
 � Integration of ibaCapture data 
 � Additional time-based recording as an option 
 �Data storage in iba *.dat format related to the exit coil and additional 
to the entry coil 
 �Data fl ow integration with ibaDatCoordinator, ibaAnalyzer-DB and 
report generator 

ibaQDR
Continuous processing lines need length-based quality data for product qualifi cation. The quality data recording 
system ibaQDR acquires data time-based at different measuring locations and assigns the measurement 
values precisely to the length position of the product.  

Length-based Quality Data in any 
Resolution 
Quality data acquisition of today, for every manufac-
turer of high-quality products is an essential part of 
the production process. The quality data recording 
system ibaQDR is smoothly integrated in ibaPDA
as an add-on. The user has the same look-and-feel 
like in ibaPDA. This offers a transparent quality data
acquisition and an effi cient data management.
A product (coil)-related analysis of quality data 
makes sense, if the relevant measured values can 
be mapped exactly to the product. In case of long 
products, a length-based mapping of the data over 
the product is usually required, e. g. feet-wise or 
meter-wise. ibaQDR does this mapping based on 
the previous time-based recorded data in combina-
tion with accurate data of the material tracking. The 
successively recorded (time-based) data are mapped 
exactly to the product at the point where they have 
been measured.
The system has been optimized for rolling mills, pro-
cessing lines and inspection plants within the metal
industry but it can be used as well in other industrial 
sectors.
Quality relevant data are for example:

 � Product dimensions (width, thickness,...) 

 � Cross profi les (strip coating, thickness cross-
profi le,...) 

 � Production parameters (rolling forces, tensions, 
temperatures,...) 

 � Reference values and consumption fi gures etc. 

Easy Confi guration and wide Range of 
Interfaces 
ibaQDR is based completely on ibaPDA and the iba 
hardware and interfaces. Therefore the whole iba 
connectivity is available. The signals to be measured 
are confi gured in the same I/O Manager as in 
ibaPDA.
The ibaQDR recording functions is to be confi gured 
in a user friendly GUI. 

Functional Principle 
The production line is divided into several sections 
(measuring locations), where the quality relevant 
data are acquired. At fi rst, the measuring data are 
recorded separately based on the measuring loca-
tions, together with the material ID and the positi-
on (length) of the strip in relation to the measuring 
location provided by the material tracking.
There exist as many temporary data fi les as measur-
ing locations. When the product (coil) is fi nished (e.g. 
defi ned by shear cut) the measurement data are ex-
tracted from the temporary single fi les based on the 
material ID and the length positions and will be writ-
ten into a new fi le – the QDR data fi le. All measure-
ment values that belong to the recently produced 
strip based on the fi nal product length in respect to 
the material elongations caused by the production 
process are stored in this fi le in a normalized way.
In addition (optional) it is possible to save QDR data 
defi ned by the entry coils too.
That means that parallel to the exit coil data fi les, a 
data fi le for each entry coil will be also generated by
ibaQDR. 
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Online Status Display
The status of the recording is monitored contin-
uously in a special window showing the current 
material-ID and length at the measuring location, 
no matter whether a recording is running or not. 
Furthermore, file name and elapsed time are dis-
played. This is valuable information, particularly dur-
ing the commission of the system. 

Configuration of the Measuring Location 
Besides the name of a measuring location further 
information is to be entered in the configuration  
dialog, such as control signals from material track-
ing, like material-ID and actual length position.  
Moreover, the assignment of quality relevant signals 
and measuring location has to be done here with 
a mouse click. Two actual length values (entry and 
exit) can be configured for each measuring location 
in order to provide an appropriate consider ation of 
an elongation of the product, for example at rolling 
stands.
Further special types of measuring locations are 
available, such as measuring location before welder 
or measuring location with (length) offset. 

Scalable System Size 
An appropriate number of measuring locations, de-
pending on the license, can be defined throughout 
the line.
Another arbitrary number of measuring signals  
can be assigned to each measuring location. An  
ibaQDR system can perform also the (time-based) 
data recording for maintenance in respect to the size 
of the plant. In case of large scale plants and high 

availability requirements we recommend a sepa-
rated ibaPDA system in addition to the ibaQDR for 
maintenance and fault analysis. 

Analyzing with Standard Tools 
The data files which are generated by ibaQDR can be 
analyzed and displayed with ibaAnalyzer. The results 
of the analysis can be published either on paper or in 
various files and demanding reports by means of the 
integrated report generator. 

Quality Data Management 
Using the software ibaAnalyzer-DB the recorded 
data can be provided to higher level systems, such as
MES (Manufacturing Execution System), Data-
Warehouse or individual applications in a plain and 
transparent database structure. In ibaAnalyzer-DB 
statistical parameters or KPIs (Key Performance 
Indicators) can be derived with maximum in trans-
parency directly from the high resolution data and 
made available for other systems.
Supported data base systems are Oracle, SQL-Ser-
ver, DB2-UDB, PostgreSQL, MySQL and other ODBC 
databases. 

Sales Note 
As ibaQDR works in close relation to the segment 
mapping of the automation, a detailed knowledge of 
the functioning of the automation is required for its 
configuration. Therefore we recommend the integra-
tion of the system through a qualified supplier or 
together with support services (consulting, training, 
support).

Mapping of measurement values 
and product position using the 
example of a processing line. 

On the different measuring locations, time-based and entry coil related measurement files are generated. 
ibaQDR generates an exit coil related file, in which the data are mapped exactly to the length.

Welding machine

Pickling bath / rinsing

Entry looper

Annealing section

Cooling section

Galvanizing

Skin pass mill

Stretch levelling machine

Exit looper

Inspection
Oiling

CoilerPay-off reel
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Spectrum analysis library

ibaInSpectra 
With ibaInSpectra, any vibrations are monitored continuously and possible error sources can be 
detected in an early stage. As the ibaInSpectra library is integrated in ibaPDA, not only pure vibration 
analyses can be done, but also possible relations between vibrational effects and process behavior can 
be determined.

In brief
 � Technology module for ibaPDA
 �Real-time analysis of vibrations 
 �Wide connectivity 
 �Comprehensive confi guration options 
 �Calculation profi le for multiple use 
 � Visualization according to requirements 
 �Waterfall representation 
 �Display of the frequency bands and characteristic values
 � Alarming in case of exceeded limit values 
 �Correlation of vibration and process data
 �Order analysis and calculation of envelope curves

Open and Versatile
In contrast to many other Condition Monitoring sys-
tems, ibaInSpectra is not a manufacturer-specifi c 
system or limited to individual machines, but uses 
the broad connectivity of the iba products. Thus, it is 
perfectly made for the use in heterogeneous auto-
mation structures, that are characterized by a great 
number of different technical disciplines and con-
troller types. 
Due to the smooth integration in ibaPDA, vibrational 
measurement data as well as other machine, pro-
cess, material and quality data can be acquired cen-
trally and put into relation to each other. Hence, be-
sides the pure vibration analysis of a single machine, 
also possible effects of the vibrations on the process 
stability and product quality can be detected.

Real-time Analysis
Many systems for Condition Monitoring are designed 
for long-term trends and often analyze the vibra-
tion sensors in intervals of hours or days for a short 
time. However, with ibaInSpectra, the sensors can 
be monitored time-synchronously and continuously 
and the current frequency analyses can be displayed 
in real-time. Negative trends as well as signifi cant 
correlations can be detected early in the process. 
Critical conditions or exceeded limit values can be 
signaled immediately, which contributes signifi cant-
ly to the protection of man, machine and material.  
Moreover, process parameters that infl uence the 
vibrational behavior, can be adapted automatically 
online.

Flexible Confi guration
Designed as integrated technology module of 
ibaPDA, ibaInSpectra serves as software for band 
parameter analysis preferably for mechanic vibra-
tions. ibaInSpectra offers different modules that are 
confi gured in the I/O Manager of ibaPDA.  

 � The expert module offers the most diverse 
opportunities for parameterizing the frequency 
band analysis and is the favored tool for experts in 
the fi eld of vibrations.   

 � The universal module can easily be confi gured and 
calculates the most common characteristic values 
for vibration monitoring in the time domain. 

 � The fan module is made for monitoring fans and 
calculates especially indicators for the status of 
fans. 

More modules are in preparation.

In the expert module, the frequency bands that are 
to be monitored can be defi ned freely, statically as 
well as dynamically depending on other measure-
ment values.
The following parameters are determined as result 
of the analysis for every frequency band:

 � Peak

 � RMS (root mean square)

 � Peak frequency
For RMS and peak, two limit values (alert, alarm) 
can be additionally defi ned. 
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In brief
 � Technology module for ibaPDA
 �Real-time analysis of vibrations 
 �Wide connectivity 
 �Comprehensive configuration options 
 �Calculation profile for multiple use 
 � Visualization according to requirements 
 �Waterfall representation 
 �Display of the frequency bands and characteristic values
 � Alarming in case of exceeded limit values 
 �Correlation of vibration and process data
 �Order analysis and calculation of envelope curves

Besides the values from the frequency domain, 
further values like minimum, maximum, average  
value, RMS or Crest factor are determined in the 
time domain of the signal.
The calculation bases for the analysis can be adap-
ted individually by the user on many levels and  
stored as profiles.
Besides the sensor type and the spectrum type, FFT 
calculation parameters like the number of samples, 
window type and overlap percentage can be set.  
There are different methods for determining the 
average value as well as the possibility of detrending 
for compensating a slow drift of the measured value. 
Profiles that have been defined once, can be stored 
and then used several times. 

Alert and Alarm
When configuring the alert and alarm limit values,
the ibaInSpectra expert module automatically sup-
plies digital signals which are activated as soon as 
the limit values are exceeded. Via the output inter-
faces of ibaPDA, these signals can be made available 
to other systems for alerting or interventions in the 
process control.

Operation and Visualization
ibaInSpectra expert modules have an own branch 
in the ibaPDA signal tree. For the display, only an 
FFT view needs to be opened and the ibaInSpectra 
mod ule has to be dragged in by means of drag & 
drop. The standard views waterfall, frequency band, 
current value tables and time domaine trend of the 
input signal are available immediately. They can be 

displayed and hidden when required.
By means of markers that can be freely defined, any 
desired frequency and its Harmonics can be followed  
in the display (order tracking). This can be really 
of interest in case of dynamic operating states of a 
plant.

Consistency up to the Offline Analysis
When recording with ibaPDA, the ibaInSpectra ex-
pert modules are stored completely with all the cal-
culated characteristic values in the measured data 
file. In ibaAnalyzer, all modules are available in the 
signal tree and the determined band parameters can 
be dragged via drag & drop into the trend view or 
used for other calculations.

Order Analysis and Calculation of Envelope 
Curves 
In the calculation profile of the ibaInSpectra expert 
module, the user can select a speed signal for re-
sampling the input signal depending on the rotation 
speed. This speed signal can be a pulse sequence, a 
pulse counter or an absolute speed value. By means  
of resampling, the order analysis for changing 
speeds is displayed in a much more comprehensive 
way than by means of rescaling the x-axis.
Moreover, signals can be pre-processed with the 
ibaInSpectra module. Thus, the vibration signals can 
be filtered and mathematical precalculations can be 
made. There is also an envelope calculation with  
freely configurable bandpass filter available as sig-
nal pre-processing profile.

Control elements for the display

Frequency spectrum of the input 
signal, displayed as 2D diagram 
or as isometric waterfall diagram 
(history) with order tracking  
(marker)

Display of the configured frequen-
cy bands with display of peak, 
peak frequency, RMS, limit values 
for alert and alarm, display of 
values on mouse hovering,  
changing color when limit values 
are exceeded

Table with the characteristic 
values of the configured bands

Acquired values of the input signal 
for calculating the FFT, displayed in 
the time domain
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ibaPDA

Order no. Name Description

30.600640 ibaPDA-V6-64 Basic package with server/client application, for 64 measuring signals
30.602560 ibaPDA-V6-256 Basic package with server/client application, for 256 measuring signals
30.610240 ibaPDA-V6-1024 Basic package with server/client application, for 1024 measuring signals
30.620480 ibaPDA-V6-2048 Basic package with server/client application, for 2048 measuring signals
30.666660 ibaPDA-V6-unlimited Basic package with server/client application, for unlimited measuring signals
30.001930 ibaPDA Multistation License License extension Multistation application
30.670011 ibaPDA-V6-Single Client Extension with one more client

30.670015 ibaPDA-V6-Multi Client Extension with five more clients
30.001912 Upgrade-PDA-V6-64 to PDA-V6-256 License extension 64 signals to 256 signals
30.001914 Upgrade-PDA-V6-256 to PDA-V6-1024 License extension 256 signals to 1024 signals
30.001915 Upgrade-PDA-V6-1024 to PDA-V6-2048 License extension 1024 signals to 2048 signals
30.001916 Upgrade-PDA-V6-2048 to 

PDA-V6-unlimited
License extension more than 2048 signals

30.670001 ibaPDA-V6-Data-Store Add-on license for writing two more measurement files (*.dat)
30.670005 ibaPDA-V6-Ultra-Data-Store Add-on license for additional data-storage, 255 measurement files (*.dat) 

with 20 signals each. Number of files will be reduced, with more signals. 
30.670050 ibaPDA-SNMP-Server+ Advanced SNMP Server function
30.670051 ibaPDA-OPC-UA-Server+ Advanced OPC UA Server function

Order Information

ibaPDA Communication Interfaces

31.000001 ibaPDA-Interface-S7-Xplorer Xplorer interface for Simatic S7-200/300/400/1200/1500/WinAC/Logo!
31.000002 ibaPDA-Interface-Codesys-Xplorer Xplorer interface for Codesys-based systems (V2 and V3)
31.000003 ibaPDA-Interface-AB-Xplorer Xplorer interface for Allen-Bradley PLC5 and SLC500
31.000004 ibaPDA-Interface-Sigmatek-Xplorer Xplorer interface for Sigmatek systems
31.000005 ibaPDA-Interface-TwinCAT-Xplorer Xplorer interface for Beckhoff systems
31.000006 ibaPDA-Interface-B&R-Xplorer Xplorer interface for B&R systems
31.000007 ibaPDA-Interface-Logix-Xplorer Xplorer interface for Allen-Bradley Logix systems
31.100008 ibaPDA-Interface-MELSEC-Xplorer Xplorer interface for Mitsubishi MELSEC systems
31.000030 ibaPDA-Interface-SINAMICS-Xplorer Xplorer interface for SINAMICS drives
31.000031 ibaPDA-Interface-SIMOTION-Xplorer Xplorer interface for SIMOTION systems
31.001044 ibaPDA-Interface-Drive-Xplorer Xplorer interfaces for drives (SIMOTION, SINAMICS)
31.001111 ibaPDA-Interface-OPC-UA-Client OPC UA communication interface, OPC UA Client
31.001005 ibaPDA-Interface-EtherNet/IP EtherNet/IP communication interface
31.001010 ibaPDA-Interface-HPCI-DGM200P HPCI-DGM200P communication interface
31.001011 ibaPDA-Interface-LANDSCAN LANDSCAN communication interface (infrared line scanner)
31.001012 ibaPDA-Interface-LMI-Gocator LMI Gocator communication interface (laser profile sensor)
31.001013 ibaPDA-Interface-Raytek Raytek communication interface (infrared line scanner)
31.001020 ibaPDA-Interface-Modbus-TCP-Server Modbus TCP/IP communication interface; Modbus Server
31.001021 ibaPDA-Interface-Modbus-Serial PDA Modbus over SerialLine communication interface
31.001022 ibaPDA-Interface-Modbus-TCP-Client Modbus TCP/IP communication interface; Modbus Client
31.001026 ibaPDA-Interface-AN-X-DCSNet AN-X Automax communication interface
31.001030 ibaPDA-Interface-RAW-Ethernet Raw-Ethernet communication interface

31.001040 ibaPDA-Interface-S7-TCP/UDP S7-TCP/UDP communication interface

31.001042 ibaPDA-Interface-PLC-Xplorer PLC-Xplorer communication interfaces (S7, Codesys, Allen Bradley, 
B&R, Beckhoff, Sigmatek, Logix, Mitsubishi MELSEC)

31.001045 ibaPDA-Interface-SCRAM-Net SCRAM-Net communication interface
31.001046 ibaPDA-Interface-Toshiba-ADMAP JAMI1 Toshiba ADMAP communication interface
31.001047 ibaPDA-Interface-TC-net Communication interface for Toshiba TC-net network
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31.001300 ibaPDA-Request-HPCI HPCI system, HPCI symbolic request channels
31.001302 ibaPDA-Request-HiPAC Symbolic request channels for Danieli HiPAC PLC
31.001303 ibaPDA-Request-TwinCAT TwinCAT symbolic request via UDP or ibaBM-eCAT
31.001310 ibaPDA-Request-S7-DP/PN Simatic S7 system, S7 symbolic request via ibaBM-DP/PN
31.001311 ibaPDA-Request-S7-UDP Simatic S7 system, S7 symbolic request via UDP,  

ibaPDA-Interface-S7-TCP/UDP required
31.001320 ibaPDA-Request-SD Simadyn-D system, Simadyn-D symbolic request channels
31.001330 ibaPDA-Request-TDC TDC system, Simatic TDC request via FO connection
31.001340 ibaPDA-Request-X-Pact X-Pact system, X-Pact interface to PROBAS system
31.001360 ibaPDA-Request-FM458/TDC FM458/TDC system, FM458/TDC request via Profibus

ibaPDA Request Interfaces

31.001055 ibaPDA-Interface-Sisteam-TCPIP Sisteam TCP/IP communication interface
31.001056 ibaPDA-Interface-TDC-TCP/UDP Simatic TDC TCP/UDP communication interface
31.001065 ibaPDA-Interface-VIP-TCP/UDP ABB VIP-Protokoll TCP/UDP communication interface
31.001070 ibaPDA-Interface-EGD Ethernet Global Data Memory communication interface
31.001075 ibaPDA-Interface-Generic-UDP Generic-UDP/IP protocol communication interface
31.001076 ibaPDA-Interface-Generic-TCP Generic-TCP/IP protocol communication interface
31.001080 ibaPDA-Interface-GCOM GCOM für ABB Stressometer communication interface
31.001220 ibaPDA-Interface-Reflective-Memory Reflective Memory Access communication interface
31.001350 ibaPDA-Interface-Profinet-CP Profinet CP interface to CP1616

30.670141 ibaPDA-Data-Store-SAP-HANA-64 Writing into a SAP HANA DB; 64 signals 
30.670142 ibaPDA-Data-Store-SAP-HANA-256      Writing into a SAP HANA DB; 256 signals
30.670143 ibaPDA-Data-Store-SAP-HANA-1024 Writing into a SAP HANA DB; 1024 signals
30.670151 upgrade-ibaPDA-Data-Store- 

SAP-HANA-64 to 256
Signal extension 64 signals to 256 signals

30.670152 upgrade-ibaPDA-Data-Store- 
SAP-HANA-256 to 1024

Signal extension 256 signals to 1024 signals

Data store DB/Cloud
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30.670030 ibaQPanel Add-On license for ibaPDA for to display process and quality data on a HMI 
window

30.670038 ibaQPanel-Add-On-Single-Client  
with PDA-Client

Add-on package single client for ibaQPanel 

30.670039 ibaQPanel-Add-On-Multi-Client with 
PDA-Clients

Add-on package for multi client for ibaQPanel (5 single clients)

ibaQPanel

30.681220 ibaInSpectra ibaPDA license extension, Spectrum Analysis Library
30.681221 ibaInSpectra-lite Spectrum Analysis Library, limited to 8 modules

ibaInSpectra

ibaQDR 

35.600001 ibaQDR-V6-Measuring-Location Extension license for 2 measuring points
35.602560 ibaQDR-V6-256-6 Quality Data Recording with 256 signals, 6 recorder
35.610240 ibaQDR-V6-1024-32 Quality Data Recording with 1024 signals, 32 recorder
35.620480 ibaQDR-V6-2048-48 Quality Data Recording with 2048 signals, 48 recorder
35.699990 ibaQDR-V6-unlimited-64 Quality Data Recording with unlimited signals, 64 recorder
35.699992 ibaQDR-V6-unlimited-96 Quality Data Recording with unlimited signals, 96 recorder
60.700201 QDR Requirements QDR requirements for application (training, support during programming, 

accompanying for system test, optimization and final acceptance test at 
plant side, certification of first users )

30.700064 ibaHD-Server-T-64 Basic license historical data recording, 64 tags (signals),  
incl. 2 HD clients and 2 HD data stores

30.700256 ibaHD-Server-T-256 Basic license historical data recording, 256 tags, incl. 2 HD clients and 2 HD 
data stores

30.701024 ibaHD-Server-T-1024 Basic license historical data recording, 1024 tags (signals),  
incl. 2 HD clients and 2 HD data stores

30.702048 ibaHD-Server-T-2048 Basic license historical data recording, 2048 tags (signals),  
incl. 2 HD clients and 2 HD data stores

30.706666 ibaHD-Server-T-unlimited Basic license historical data recording, unlimited tags (signals),  
incl. 2 HD clients and 2 HD data stores

30.700010 ibaHD-Server Single Client License extension HD-Server: single client

30.700015 ibaHD-Server Multi Client License extension HD-Server: 5 additional HD access points

30.700002 Upgrade-HD-T-64 to HD-T-256 License extension HD-Server: 64 tags to 256 tags

30.700003 Upgrade-HD-T-256 to HD-T-1024 License extension HD-Server: 256 tags to 1024 tags

30.700004 Upgrade-HD-T-1024 to HD-T-2048 License extension HD-Server: 1024 tags to 2048 tags

30.700005 Upgrade-HD-T-2048 to 
HD-T-unlimited

License extension HD-Server: more than 2048 tags

30.700020 ibaHD-Server Data Store License extension HD-Server: 2 more data stores

ibaHD-Server

EUP concept for ibaHD-Server: Beginning with ibaHD-Server V2.0, the licenses contain free product updates for a period of 2 years 
from the purchase date on. By purchasing the product „Extended update period (EUP)“, ibaHD-Server users are entitled to install 
products updates for an other year in order to benefit from continuous improvements and new features. An EUP is always valid from 
the date the previous license expires. 
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